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       Girls have to be strong to protect the men they love. 
~Naoko Takeuchi

Beautiful. All this suffering at the moment of destruction. 
~Naoko Takeuchi

Endymion, you are my first love, my only love... even if we're reborn, in
another life, we'll find each other... and then... We'll fall in love again... -
Princess Serenity 
~Naoko Takeuchi

Fighting evil by moonlight, winning love by daylight, never running from
a real fight, she is the one named Sailor Moon! 
~Naoko Takeuchi

Luna! Artemis! lovers' spats are icing on the cake! Your just showing off
to us single people! -Minako 
~Naoko Takeuchi

I am Sailor Moon, champion of justice! On behalf of the moon, I will
right wrongs and triumph over evil, and that means you! - sailor moon 
~Naoko Takeuchi

My Guardian is the Planet of Silence. Soldier Of Death and Rebirth
Sailor Saturn! - Hotaru as Sailor Saturn 
~Naoko Takeuchi

I think the most important feeling in the world is friendship. The
friendship between Michiru and Haruka is so strong, that it becomes
love. 
~Naoko Takeuchi

Even someday when we disappear... ...and new Sailor Senshis are
born... Sailor Moon, you will always be Invincible. The most beautiful
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shining star. 
~Naoko Takeuchi

We mustn't keep meeting like this. Communications between the
people of the moon and earth is forbidden...it is the way of the
gods...we mustn't fall in love...but its already too late. 
~Naoko Takeuchi

Mamoru, please say it once more. -Usagi Again? But I've said it 50
times! -Mamoru Please? One more time? -Usagi Okay, for the last time.
Marry me, Usagi. -Mamoru 
~Naoko Takeuchi

If we girls aren't strong, we can't protect the boys we love. 
~Naoko Takeuchi

Maybe you misunderstood.. A world without Haruka isn't a world worth
saving. - Michiru/Sailor Neptune 
~Naoko Takeuchi
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